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The toothbrush includes a handle portion and a brushhead 
assembly Which comprises a head portion and a stem 
portion. The head portion includes a bellows-like acoustic 
action member for creating acoustic Wave action as it moves 
in and out in response to an acoustic driving force. A drive 
system is located in the handle and includes an audio 
speaker-type assembly to create acoustic Waves Which are 
transmitted through a transmission line to the acoustic action 
member. The acoustic action member is driven toWard and 
aWay from the teeth When the toothbrush is operatively 
positioned Within the mouth. The action of the acoustic 
member is directly or indirectly coupled to the ?uid in the 
mouth, producing a foam Which couples shear forces 
betWeen the acoustic action member and the teeth/gums to 
produce a desired cleaning/therapeutic effect. 
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POWER TOOTHBRUSH USING ACOUSTIC WAVE 
ACTION FOR CLEANSING OF TEETH 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This is a continuation-in-part of PCT application 
No. IB2004/0510, ?led on Jun. 24, 2004, Which designated 
the United States of America. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[0002] This invention relates generally to power tooth 
brushes, and more speci?cally concerns poWer toothbrushes 
Which use acoustic Wave action to produce a cleansing effect 
for the teeth of the user. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] In general, poWer toothbrushes for cleaning teeth, 
including plaque removal, are Well knoWn. Typically, such 
poWer toothbrushes rely on a set of bristles attached to a 
bristle mounting plate Which is moved by a driver to scrub 
the surfaces of the teeth. There are various knoWn bristle 
con?gurations Which are designed to effectively scrub 
eXposed surfaces on the teeth, as Well as to reach to some 
eXtent betWeen the teeth or just under the gum line. Such 
brushing devices Which rely on the scrubbing action of 
bristles for cleaning typically require signi?cant pressure 
eXerted by the user against the teeth to accommodate the 
differences in the shapes of the various teeth and to effec 
tively clean the teeth. However, such pressure exerted 
against the teeth by the bristles typically results in a signi? 
cant abrasion effect, including damage to both the soft and 
hard tissues in the mouth. This is of course undesirable, but 
often unavoidable to obtain the desired cleansing. 

[0004] There are also limitations on the siZe (length and 
diameter) of the bristles insofar as While a small siZe may be 
desirable to reach betWeen the teeth and under the gum line, 
the bristles still must be stiff enough to effectively scrub the 
teeth. Hence, With respect to a bristle-type toothbrush, 
effective cleaning is important but it is also desirable that as 
light a pressure as possible on the bristles be used, to reduce 
abrasion and tissue damage. 

[0005] In addition, ultrasonic energy is used, either alone, 
or in addition to bristle action, to clean plaque from teeth. 
HoWever, the level of ultrasonic energy used in the mouth is 
typically too loW to be effective for plaque removal if 
reasonable safety is to be maintained. 

[0006] Still other toothbrushes, particularly those using a 
resonant system, produce some degree of acoustic action by 
moving ?uids in the mouth by the action of the moving 
bristles at the resonant frequency of the toothbrush. HoW 
ever, the resonant frequency of such a toothbrush is typically 
not the most effective frequency for all areas of the mouth. 
Further, the acoustic effect of such devices, produced by the 
bristle action, is typically not suf?cient by itself to produce 
a clinically effective cleansing action. Such devices still rely 
to a signi?cant eXtent on the scrubbing action of the bristles 
for cleaning. 

[0007] The fact that the bristles themselves create the 
limited acoustic effect described above is signi?cant relative 
to the effectiveness of the acoustic action. Increasing the 
amount of acoustic energy generated, in order to make that 
portion of the cleansing action more effective, Will result in 
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increased bristle motion and tissue abrasion. Further, pro 
viding additional poWer to increase the acoustic effect Will 
result in additional bulk and cost to the device. 

[0008] Hence, it is desirable to have a toothbrush Which 
effectively cleans teeth, including the hard to reach areas, 
such as betWeen the teeth and under the gum line, Which 
relies primarily on acoustic action not produced by bristle 
movement. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0009] Accordingly, the present invention is a poWer 
toothbrush Which includes a handle portion, a head portion, 
the head portion containing a member for creating acoustic 
action outWardly from the head portion, acting on ?uid in a 
user’s mouth; and a drive system for moving the acoustic 
member relative to the teeth, such that When the head portion 
is operatively positioned in the mouth of a user, the acoustic 
member moves toWard and aWay from the teeth of the user, 
Wherein movement of the acoustic member causes an acous 
tic Wave action on ?uid contacting the teeth, producing a 
cleansing effect on the teeth. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0010] FIG. 1 is a cross-sectional diagram shoWing one 
embodiment of the acoustic toothbrush of the present inven 
tion. 

[0011] FIG. 2 shoWs a functional block diagram of the 
operation of the toothbrush of FIG. 1. 

[0012] FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional vieW shoWing in more 
detail a portion of the toothbrush in FIG. 1. 

[0013] FIG. 4 is a cross-sectional vieW shoWing another 
embodiment of the toothbrush of the present invention. 

[0014] FIGS. 5A-5B shoW surface additions to the 
embodiment of FIG. 1 or FIG. 4 to accomplish direct 
engagement of the teeth. 

[0015] FIGS. 6-8 shoW various vieWs of another embodi 
ment of the present invention. 

[0016] FIG. 9 is a cross-sectional vieW of a variation of 
the embodiment of FIGS. 6-8. 

[0017] FIG. 10 is a cross-section of a further embodiment 
of the present invention. 

[0018] FIGS. 11-13 are cross-sectional vieWs of variations 
of a still further embodiment of the present invention. 

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE 
INVENTION 

[0019] In general, the present invention is an acoustic 
poWer toothbrush, that is, a poWer toothbrush Which pro 
duces acoustic Wave action in the sonic frequency range, 
typically less than 1 KHZ, Which When operatively posi 
tioned in the mouth, either directly or indirectly activates the 
?uid in the mouth to produce an acoustic cleaning action on 
the teeth of the user. Typically, the acoustic action is 
effective on the eXposed surfaces of the teeth, as Well as 
betWeen the teeth and beloW the gum line. The acoustic 
action is produced by a non-bristled acoustic cleansing 
member, such as a belloWs diaphragm made from ?exible 
material such as rubber, or an equivalent member, as 
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opposed to bristles, although bristles can be used as a 
boundary, i.e. partially surrounding the diaphragm, to 
enhance the acoustic action of the toothbrush or to contain 
the acoustic action to a particular volume, i.e. region, of the 
mouth, covering selected teeth adj acent the acoustic mem 
ber. The bristles could also be con?gured to serve as a 
distance element for proper standoff betWeen the membrane 
and the teeth during operation of the device. AWall element 
could be used for this purpose as Well. The bristles or Wall 
element can also assist in focusing of ?uid ?oW to the teeth. 

[0020] As disclosed in more detail beloW, in one embodi 
ment, an acoustic system driver can be positioned in a 
handle portion of the toothbrush, With the driving energy 
transmitted up to a head portion of the toothbrush, Where it 
acts on the acoustic cleansing member, or the acoustic 
system driver and the acoustic cleansing member can be 
contained entirely in the head portion of the toothbrush. 

[0021] Referring noW speci?cally to FIG. 1, a ?rst 
embodiment of the acoustic toothbrush of the present inven 
tion is shoWn generally at 10. The toothbrush includes a 
handle 12, a stem portion 14 and a head portion 16. The 
combination of the stem 14 and the head portion 16 is also 
referred to as a brushhead assembly. In handle 12 is a 
conventional battery 18, a charging coil 20 to periodically 
charge the battery 18, and an electronic control and drive 
circuit, including a control microprocessor, shoWn generally 
at 22. The handle also includes the acoustic system driver 
Which is similar in structure and operation to a high poWered 
audio speaker. Generally, the acoustic system driver is 
capable of supplying at least a feW Watts of poWer for the 
acoustic cleansing member in the head portion of the tooth 
brush. 

[0022] The acoustic system driver includes a magnet 24 
and a voice coil 26, such as might be part of a conventional 
audio speaker. The acoustic system driver is controlled by 
drive signals produced by electronic circuit 22. The acoustic 
system driver also includes a speaker diaphragm, in this 
embodiment a belloWs 28, to produce the acoustic Waves. 
Typically, the frequency of the acoustic Waves from the 
belloWs 28 Will be in the range of 20 HZ to 300 HZ, With 
250-260 HZ being generally preferred. Frequencies up to 
1000 HZ are possible, hoWever. The control circuit 22 has 
the capability of storing and providing different driving 
frequencies, so that different individual frequencies can be 
selected during operation of the toothbrush, as Well as a 
combination of frequencies. In this Way, the frequency of the 
acoustic Wave action can be matched to particular areas of 
the mouth or different cleansing actions can be provided, as 
discussed in more detail beloW. 

[0023] The acoustic Waves produced off of belloWs dia 
phragm 28 is directed to an acoustic transmission line 30 
Which extends through the stem portion 14 of the toothbrush. 
The transmission line 30 can be, for instance, a ?uid-?lled 
tube, an air-?lled tube, or even a mechanical actuator arm 
Which transmits the acoustic action/energy. The ?uid in the 
transmission line for instance could be a natural oil, Which 
provides little if any opportunity for bacterial groWth, even 
in the event of a pinhole opening in the line. Water-based 
materials may also be used With additives to prevent bac 
terial groWth. The transmission line 30 transmits the acoustic 
energy produced by the drive system to an acoustic action 
member in head portion 16 of the toothbrush, typically in the 
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form of a ?exible acoustic cleansing member 32, also 
referred to as an acoustic action member, Which in the 
embodiment shoWn is a belloWs. The acoustic action bel 
loWs is driven in and out by the acoustic drive energy from 
the ?uid in the transmission line, producing acoustic Waves 
off a front surface 33 thereof. 

[0024] FIG. 3 shoWs additional detail of the acoustic 
action belloWs 32. It is made from a ?exible material, such 
as rubber, Which is capable of moving toWard and aWay from 
the teeth When the toothbrush is properly oriented in the 
mouth, in response to the acoustic drive energy from the 
drive system in the handle. Generally, acoustic belloWs 32 
includes a front ?at portion 34 and a peripheral edge portion 
36 Which moves betWeen a concave con?guration, such as 
shoWn in FIG. 3, and a straighter, extended con?guration, 
during Which time the front portion 34 moves toWard the 
teeth. The belloWs arrangement permits a loWer peristaltic 
volume as Well as a convenient means for moving the 
acoustic member close to the teeth. In operation, the front 
portion Will move a maximum of 5 mm and a minimum of 
0.5 mm in response to the drive system action to produce the 
acoustic cleaning action. 

[0025] While the ?exible belloWs-type element 32 pro 
vides good results, a solid piston like member or a paddle 
could alternatively be used. Typically, the acoustic action 
member Will move toWard and aWay from, in some cases 
approximately at right angle to, the teeth, producing acoustic 
Wave action necessary for effective cleansing of the teeth. 

[0026] This physical action by the acoustic action member 
32 (belloWs) Will be coupled to the ?uid Within the mouth 
either directly, meaning that the front portion 34 of the 
belloWs contacts the ?uid directly, or indirectly (through air 
or an impedance matching material), in Which an acoustic 
Wave is produced Which in turn affects the ?uids in the 
mouth to produce an acoustic effect. 

[0027] The ?uids in the mouth, under the in?uence of the 
acoustic action produced by the belloWs 32, produces a 
desired cleansing action for the teeth Which is clinically 
effective. The front portion of the acoustic member can be 
con?gured in various Ways other than ?at. The action on the 
?uid Will typically create a signi?cant amount of foam, With 
the foam, driven by the acoustic action, producing signi? 
cant cleansing effects for the teeth. 

[0028] This is accomplished by What is referred to herein 
as acoustic action, Which generally refers to the transmission 
of Wave action in a medium, such as foam, that ?oWs With 
a speed Within the sound range and has a particular density. 
The medium molds to surfaces Within the mouth and on the 
generating membrane, so that shear forces can be transmit 
ted in the mouth from the membrane to the oral surfaces, 
With desired cleansing effects. 

[0029] Foam is created from air and ?uid in the mouth. 
The creation of foam is dependent to some extent on 
frequency, With loWer frequencies producing larger bubbles 
and higher frequencies creating smaller bubbles. A fre 
quency range of 100-700 HZ Will likely be effective for the 
acoustic frequency. Plaque is removed from hard tooth 
surfaces by foam shear action. The moving foam, or liquid 
With a little foam, Will force the bio?lm aWay from the tooth 
surfaces. 

[0030] Interproximal cleaning occurs by oscillating foam 
bubbles producing a cleansing action, With pressure oscil 
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lations creating expansion and contraction of foam bubbles 
in liquid. Cleaning has been shown to occur signi?cantly at 
the liquid/bubble interface. Cleaning also occurs beloW the 
gum line, due to gingival pockets being vibrated open and 
closed to cause ?oW of oxygenated foam into those areas to 
oxygenate and then kill anaerobic bacteria. Both high and 
loW frequencies (the range of 100-700 HZ) are effective to 
produce pocket movement (loWer frequencies) and oxygen 
ated foam (higher frequencies). 

[0031] The front portion 34 of the belloWs could have 
various con?gurations/arrangements, including smooth rub 
ber, rubber ?ngers extending therefrom, or individual con 
ventional or rubber bristles, as shoWn in FIGS. 5A and 5B. 
Typically, rubber ?ngers 41 Will be approximately 5 mm 
long and 1.8 mm in diameter, While the conventional bristles 
43 Will be approximately 10 mm long and 0.15 mm in 
diameter. The front portion 34 could also have various 
surface con?gurations, including focusing arrangements to 
provide different acoustic effects into the ?uid. 

[0032] FIG. 2 shoWs the functional operation of the 
acoustic toothbrush of the present invention. In the elec 
tronic circuit 22 is a drive signal recorder (storage) 38. The 
drive signal recorder is capable of storing a plurality of 
acoustic drive signals or Waveforms of different frequencies. 
Alternatively, the Waveforms could be generated by an 
analog device/circuit. In a typical case, ?ve to ten prepro 
grammed Waveforms may be available, With the capability 
of storing additional Waveforms, such as may be provided by 
a dental professional. These driving Waveforms can be a 
single frequency, for instance, Which may be matched With 
particular tissues in various portions of the mouth, such as 
the gums or different sections of the teeth, or they can be a 
particular combination of frequencies to produce different 
speci?c desirable effects in the mouth, including those 
frequencies or combinations of frequencies Which are effec 
tive for gum massage, or various kinds of cleansing action, 
such as subgingival cleaning, Which, as explained above, 
could be effective through the use of a loWer frequency 
(approximately 200 HZ) to open up the pockets and a higher 
frequency (approximately 400 HZ) to produce the cleansing 
foam action to kill the bacteria in the pockets. 

[0033] Thus, one signi?cant advantage to the system of 
the present invention is the variety of frequencies available 
to produce various cleansing/treatment/therapeutic action 
for the teeth and gums. 

[0034] A conventional charge coil and charge controller 
40 and 42, respectively, charge the conventional batteries 44 
Which poWer the toothbrush. Charge coil 40 is responsive to 
a conventional charging device 46 in Which the toothbrush 
may be positioned When not in use. Additional program 
information, such as additional drive frequencies, or com 
binations thereof, can be provided, at block 48, through 
charge coil 40 to the drive signal recorder 38. A micropro 
cessor 50, With a resonator 52, Which can be of various 
materials such as ceramic, or a crystal or an LRC circuit, 
controls the application of the drive signals to the speaker 
elements, and is responsive to commands from the user for 
a particular program or selection of frequencies. 

[0035] Microprocessor 50 controls a conventional audio 
ampli?er 54, the output of Which drives the audio driver 
(speaker portion) 58 of the system. Referring to FIG. 1, the 
acoustic effect from the speaker 58 is then coupled via the 
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transmission line 30 to the acoustic action member 32 in the 
head portion of the toothbrush. 

[0036] The acoustic action member 32, such as the bel 
loWs in FIG. 1, can be used by itself or it can be surrounded 
or partially surrounded by a line of bristle tufts 56. The line 
of bristles 56 can be conventional nylon bristles, or they can 
be rubber bristles. While the line of bristles 56 is not 
necessary to the acoustic cleansing action they can enhance 
the overall effect, for instance, by forming at least a partial 
boundary for the acoustic ?uid/foam produced by the bel 
loWs member. Hence, the bristles can act as a volume 
containment for the ?uid action relative to particular teeth. 
Further, the bristles may provide position information back 
to the user. 

[0037] In addition, the ?uid action produced by the acous 
tic action member 32 can produce a movement of the 
bristles, or the acoustic action member can be arranged so 
that the movement thereof acts on the bristles directly, 
moving them to a certain extent, such as a range of move 
ment of approximately 5 mm. The bristles Will move in 
phase With the pressure Waves created by the acoustic 
member, such that there is a bristle cleaning effect (scrub 
bing) in addition to the acoustic cleaning effect. In this Way, 
a combined cleansing action is obtained. Further, the bristles 
may be mounted on the ?exible portion of the belloWs, such 
that the bristles are forced to move With the belloWs, 
providing an increased bristle cleaning action as part of the 
total cleaning effect. 

[0038] Referring to FIG. 4, another embodiment of the 
present invention is shoWn in Which the entire acoustic 
assembly is provided in a head portion of the toothbrush. In 
this arrangement, there is no ?uid transmission line through 
the stem of the toothbrush. The audio speaker assembly is 
shoWn generally at 60, Which in the above embodiment is in 
the handle of the toothbrush. The speaker assembly 60 
includes a front diaphragm or membrane 66 Which moves 
(0.5 mm-S mm) in response to the speaker being driven by 
an energiZing or drive signal from a driver circuit (not 
shoWn). The action of membrane 66 produces the desired 
acoustic Wave action Which is coupled to the ?uid in the 
mouth, producing the foam Which in turn couples shear force 
from the membrane 66 to the teeth or other oral cavity 
member, such as the gums. This embodiment may be 
advantageous in certain situations, but it has the disadvan 
tages of a larger head siZe and generally less poWer. It should 
be understood that bristles 68 could also be used With this 
embodiment, surrounding the moving membrane, With simi 
lar effect and purpose to that shoWn and described above in 
the embodiment of FIG. 1. 

[0039] FIGS. 6-8 shoW another embodiment of the 
present invention. In this embodiment, a central ?exible 
member, such as a membrane, 80 is substantially surrounded 
by a set of conventional bristle tufts 82. The bristle tufts are 
positioned, generally by stapling, in a plastic bristle holder 
member 84. The bristle tufts are scalloped at the upper edge 
83 thereof, as shoWn in FIG. 6, to ?t closely around adjacent 
teeth and slightly into the interproximal area betWeen the 
teeth. 

[0040] Positioned in the center area 87 of the brush is a 
?exible member or membrane 80, generally in the shape of 
an “M”. Flexible member 80 includes tWo substantially 
vertical outside Wall portions 90 and 92 and tWo slightly 
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curved convex inner Wall portions 94 and 96. Member 80 
and bristle holder member 84 are supported by an overmold 
member 98 into Which they are snapped or otherWise 
mounted during manufacture. Overmold member 98 forms 
a base for the brush and includes an upstanding central rib 
100 Which extends doWn the center of the brush for a 
substantial portion of its length. The tWo inner portions 94 
and 96 are connected at their loWer ends to rib portion 100. 

[0041] Surrounding rib 100 over a substantial portion of 
its length and to the outside Wall portions 90 and 92 of the 
member 80 is an additional bristle holder member 85. The 
outside Wall portions 90 and 92 are relatively thick, approxi 
mately 60/1000s inches, While the inner portions are 
approximately 20/ 1000s thick. Member 80 is driven so that 
the outer Wall portions 90 and 92 thereof move outWardly a 
selected distance While the inner Wall portions 94 and 96 
move inWardly toWard each other and someWhat in the 
direction of the teeth, as shoWn by the dotted lines in FIG. 
7. The outside Wall portions 90 and 92 are in contact With the 
bristle holder member 84, Which substantially surrounds 
?exible member (membrane) 80, providing a back and forth 
motion toWard and aWay from the member 80. The move 
ment of the inner Wall portions 94 and 96 produce a ?uid jet 
along a center line of the toothbrush outWard from the 
toothbrush in the direction of the teeth. 

[0042] The ?uid is squeeZed outWardly toWard the teeth in 
a repetitive manner by action of the membrane to produce a 
stream of ?uid droplets toWard the gum line and the inter 
dental spaces. 

[0043] The back and forth action of the bristles 82 pro 
duces a cleansing action on the face of the teeth, in particular 
the accessible areas of the teeth. The action of the ?exible 
member With the ?uid jet produces cleansing in the inter 
proximal areas and gum line pockets. The particular siZe of 
the ?exible member can be optimiZed to produce effective 
acoustic cleaning With the ?uid jet. 

[0044] FIG. 9 is a variation of the embodiment of FIGS. 
6-8. It includes a brush holder member 106 in Which are 
stapled conventional bristle tufts 108. The bristle holder 
member 106 is secured to a base overmold element 110. A 
?exible member/membrane 112, also generally in the shape 
of an “M”, is mounted on the central portion of the brush 
holder member and extends lengthWise of the brush. Posi 
tioned longitudinally on the brush holder member at the 
center thereof is a support rib member 113. The outer 
portions 114 and 116 of the member are thicker than the 
internal portions 118 and 120, Which extend from the top of 
the outer portions to rib 112. 

[0045] On the exterior surface of the tWo outer portions 
114 and 116 are projections 122 and 124 Which extend 
outWardly therefrom. Projections 122 and 124 contact bristle 
tufts 108. In operation, the brush holder member does not 
move by virtue of the ?exible member action; the bristle 
tufts 108 are, hoWever, moved by outWard action of the 
projections 122, 124 When outer portions 114 and 116 of the 
?exible member 112 move. Fluid is directed toWard the teeth 
by action of the inner portions 118 and 120 of the ?exible 
member, similar to the action of the embodiment of FIGS. 
6-8. 

[0046] FIG. 10 shoWs a further embodiment of the inven 
tion. This embodiment includes a ?exible member 128 
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acting on a matrix 130, Which in the embodiment shoWn is 
a sponge member. This embodiment is designed to clean 
complex teeth surfaces. In operation, pressure is applied to 
the member 128 by a conventional drive system (not 
shoWn), moving the member toWard the teeth, compressing 
the sponge 130, With ?uid exiting from the sponge and along 
the surfaces of the teeth and into the interproximal areas of 
the teeth to create a shear cleaning effect. The outer periph 
eral boundary 132 of the matrix sponge 130 is sealed to 
prevent ?uid ?oW out of the matrix portion not in contact 
With the teeth. 

[0047] The characteristics of the sponge restrict the ?oW 
of ?uid and gas. It can thus transmit shear force to the 
complex surfaces of the teeth. Further, the direct contact of 
the matrix sponge member 130 With the surfaces of the teeth 
produces mechanical cleaning of the exposed surfaces of the 
teeth. Access to hard-to-reach areas With the ?uid is 
achieved With the matrix. The sponge, because of its ?ex 
ibility, may by application of pressure be brought into 
contact With some interdental space. The ?uid shear clean 
ing, mechanical cleaning and transmission of force to the 
teeth surfaces produces a good cleaning of the teeth. 

[0048] The material for the sponge is, for example, sili 
cone, such as Silastic from DoW Coming. The porosity of 
the sponge material should be less than 80% open volume, 
but more than 50%. BeloW 50%, the sponge is too dense and 
unable to ?ex adequately to reach interdental areas. The 
openness of the cell structure should be greater than 50%, 
since beloW 50%, the ?uid is not su?iciently impeded by the 
structure to produce e?icient surface shear forces. The cell 
structure can be up to 100% closed. 

[0049] FIG. 11 shoWs another embodiment of the present 
invention involving a complex ?exible member (membrane) 
structure 138. The membrane structure 138 is mounted on a 
toothbrush stem 140, Which is a plastic or similar material. 
This arrangement of FIG. 11 does not include any bristles. 
Flexible member 138 includes an outer sealing portion 142 
Which extends around the periphery of the brushhead and is 
positioned against adjacent teeth to provide a sealing func 
tion for the ?uid. The sealing portion 142 is preferably 
substantially continuous but may have breaks or spaces 
therein. Acenter portion 144 of the membrane 138 is driven 
to move generally toWard and aWay from the teeth. The 
resulting ?uid ?oW produces ?uid motion and resulting 
cleansing of the teeth. The sealing portion 142 encloses an 
area on the teeth being cleaned and produces effective ?uid 
?oW dynamics and resulting cleaning. 

[0050] An alternative to the ?exible member of FIG. 11 is 
shoWn in FIG. 12, involving a more complex ?exible 
member/membrane 148, With an outer, substantially con 
tinuous sealing portion 150 and tWo spaced inner sealing 
ribs 152 and 154 Which extend the Width of the brushhead. 
Sealing ribs 152 and 154 are arranged and spaced to contact 
adjacent teeth. Movement of the ?exible member 148, in 
response to a driving action, produces a complex ?uid ?oW. 
Inner central section 156 moves toWard the teeth, While 
outer central sections 160 and 162 move aWay from the teeth 
and vice versa. Fluid moves in shear across the face of the 
teeth as Well as into the inter-proximal areas, as shoWn by 
the arroWs in FIG. 12. This arrangement provides mechani 
cal cleaning of the teeth as Well as shear cleaning. 
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[0051] This operation of this embodiment is enhanced by 
a higher viscosity ?uid, for example one-third toothpaste, 
With the remaining being saliva or Water. 

[0052] FIG. 13 shoWs a further variation of the embodi 
ment of FIG. 11, using tufts of bristles 166 mounted to the 
outer portion (edge) of ?exible member 168. When the 
?exible member 168 ?exes in operation to produce ?uid 
?oW in the direction of the teeth, bristle tufts 166 in the 
?exible member (membrane) move outWard producing a 
mechanical cleansing action on the teeth, in addition to the 
acoustic cleaning by action of the ?uid caused by movement 
of the membrane. 

[0053] The embodiments of FIGS. 11 or 12 can be com 
bined With FIG. 13 to produce bristle motion inWard While 
the central section of the ?exible member moves toWard the 
teeth. 

[0054] In summary, the ?exible member (membrane) 
assembly, speci?cally the ?exible membrane portion of the 
assembly, Will move at a frequency Within the range of 
30-700 HZ, With an amplitude of the 0.5 to 5 millimeters in 
one direction, for example, 5 millimeters from a rest position 
toWard the teeth and then 5 millimeters back to the rest 
position. The ?exible membrane can be driven With signal 
Waveforms of various shapes, including sinusoidal and 
saWtooth, Which in some cases may be preferred, but also 
including triangular, square Wave, and other shapes. The 
system With its programmable capability can be used to 
match selected signal Waveforms With selected areas of the 
mouth during a brushing event or events. 

[0055] As brie?y discussed above, the membrane may be 
partially surrounded by a Wall element Which serves as a 
boundary for ?uid action as it comes into contact With the 
teeth. A range of distance from the top of the membrane to 
the top of the surrounding (or partially surrounding) Wall 
element can vary from 2 millimeters to 8 millimeters. When 
the top edge of the boundary Wall is positioned against the 
teeth, the membrane is positioned a ?xed distance aWay 
from the teeth, improving the consistency of cleaning, 
particularly in interproximal (interdental) areas. 

[0056] The shape of the membrane may also be signi? 
cant. In many cases, a circular membrane is effective but 
other shapes are effective as Well, including oval and rect 
angular, With the rectangular con?guration being typically 
rounded at the corners. The length of such a membrane can 
vary from 10 to 25 millimeters. Typically, one membrane 
Will be used, although in many situations, more than one 
membrane, ie one, tWo or three separate membranes, Will 
be effective. 

[0057] Still further, the driving signal may include one or 
multiple harmonics, including, for instance, three harmonics 
of the fundamental frequency. 

[0058] The assembly can be con?gured such that the 
?exible membrane (member) can move toWard or aWay 
from the teeth, even at right angles to the teeth as discussed 
above, or at other angles relative to the teeth, including 
approximately parallel to the teeth. The action, hoWever, 
must be such as to maintain the ?uid dynamic action to 
remove bio?lm from the teeth. 

[0059] All of the above assist to various degrees in the 
cleaning of the teeth, including the interproximal and/or 
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sub-gingival areas. The action of the ?exible member (mem 
brane) interacts With the ?uid in the mouth to produce a ?uid 
dynamic action in the vicinity of the teeth Which results in 
suf?cient shear pressure to surpass the threshold value 
necessary to remove bio?lm from the teeth, as Well as 
interproximal and sub-gingival areas. The ?uid used in the 
mouth can be either compressible or noncompressible. 

[0060] Accordingly, a neW poWer toothbrush has been 
described Which uses acoustic action produced by an acous 
tic action member, such as a ?exible membrane, for 
example, a belloWs-like member, to produce acoustic Wave 
action in ?uids in the mouth to in turn result in cleansing of 
the teeth through shear-type action against bio?lms on the 
teeth, as Well as interdentally and subgingivally. The cleans 
ing effect is clinically signi?cant, ie the results are sub 
stantially equivalent to or better than conventional commer 
cial electric scrubbing toothbrushes, including removal of a 
substantial amount of bio?lm. It has the advantage of 
virtually no tissue abrasion; and because it acts With a ?uid 
foam medium, it has the advantage of reaching hard-to-reach 
places betWeen the teeth and under the gum line. It thus 
produces effective cleansing action independent of scrub 
bing, although bristles can also be used and moved by action 
of the acoustic action membrane to enhance the overall 
cleansing action. 

[0061] Although a preferred embodiment of the invention 
has been disclosed for purposes of illustration, it should be 
understood that various changes, modi?cations and substi 
tutions may be incorporated into the embodiment Without 
departing from the spirit of the invention Which is de?ned by 
the claims Which folloW. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A poWer toothbrush, comprising: 

a handle portion, 

a head portion, the head portion containing a member for 
creating acoustic action outWardly from the head por 
tion, acting on ?uid in a user’s mouth; and 

a drive system for moving the acoustic member relative to 
the teeth, such that When the head portion is operatively 
positioned in the mouth of a user, the acoustic member 
moves toWard and aWay from the teeth of the user, 
Wherein movement of the acoustic member causes an 
acoustic Wave action in ?uid contacting the teeth, 
producing a cleansing effect on the teeth. 

2. The toothbrush of claim 1, Wherein the acoustic mem 
ber is a belloWs made from ?exible material. 

3. The toothbrush of claim 1, Wherein the drive system is 
positioned Within the head portion of the toothbrush. 

4. The toothbrush of claim 1, Wherein the drive system is 
located in the handle portion of the toothbrush, and Wherein 
the toothbrush includes an acoustic transmission line Which 
connects the drive system With the acoustic member. 

5. The toothbrush of claim 1, Wherein the drive system is 
located in the handle of the toothbrush, and Wherein the 
toothbrush includes a mechanical member coupling the 
drive system to the acoustic member. 

6. The toothbrush of claim 4,, Wherein the drive system 
comprises an audio speaker assembly to produce acoustic 
drive energy Which is transmitted by the transmission line to 
the acoustic member. 
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7. The toothbrush of claim 1 wherein the acoustic drive 
has a frequency range of 30-700 HZ. 

8. The toothbrush of claim 7, including a programmable 
control system for operating the drive system at a selected 
frequency Within the frequency range. 

9. The toothbrush of claim 7, Wherein the programmable 
control system includes means for operating the drive sys 
tem at a selected combination of frequencies, to produce 
different cleansing actions. 

10. The toothbrush of claim 1, including a line of bristles 
Which at least partially surround the acoustic member. 

11. The toothbrush of claim 10, Wherein the line of bristles 
is con?gured and arranged to substantially contain the ?uid 
to a selected volume relative to the teeth. 

12. The toothbrush of claim 1, including means on the 
head portion providing a standoff betWeen the teeth and the 
acoustic member. 

13. The toothbrush of claim 12, Wherein said providing 
means is adapted and arranged to assist in focusing ?uid 
?oW to the teeth. 

14. The toothbrush of claim 10, Wherein the line of 
bristles is arranged relative to the acoustic member such that 
movement of the acoustic member results in movement of 
the bristles, furthering the cleansing effect. 

15. The toothbrush of claim 1, Wherein the acoustic 
member includes a selected surface arrangement. 

16. The toothbrush of claim 15, Wherein the surface 
arrangement is a plurality of bristles Which extend from a 
facing surface of the acoustic member. 

17. The toothbrush of claim 15, Wherein the surface 
arrangement is a plurality of ?exible ?ngers Which extend 
from a facing surface of the acoustic member and are 
otherWise arranged to contact the teeth in operation of the 
toothbrush. 

18. The toothbrush of claim 1, Wherein a front surface of 
the acoustic member moves Within a range of 0.5-5 mm. 

19. A poWer toothbrush, comprising: 

a handle portion; 

a brushhead portion, the brushhead portion including a 
?exible acoustic member for creating an acoustic Wave 
effect on ?uid in a user’s mouth and a set of bristles 
Which at least partially surround the periphery of the 
acoustic member, Wherein the acoustic member is in 
the shape of an “M” having tWo opposing inner Walls 
and tWo opposing outer Walls; and 

a drive system for moving the acoustic member, such that 
the inner Walls of the acoustic member move inWardly 
toWard each other and then back to a rest position, 
Wherein such movement of the inner Walls produces 
?uid movement to the teeth, producing a cleansing 
effect on the teeth. 

20. The poWer toothbrush of claim 19, Wherein the 
brushhead portion includes a base member into Which the 
acoustic member is mounted, the base member including an 
upstanding central rib to Which loWer ends of the inner Walls 
of the acoustic member are secured. 

21. The poWer toothbrush of claim 19, Wherein movement 
of the acoustic member results in back and forth movement 
of the bristles for cleaning of the surfaces of the teeth. 
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22. The poWer toothbrush of claim 19, including out 
Wardly directed projections on the outer Walls of the acoustic 
member, such that movement of the acoustic member results 
in the projections moving the bristles. 

23. The poWer toothbrush of claim 1, including a sponge 
member mounted on the acoustic member, the sponge 
member having a porosity of 50%-80% open volume and 
having an openness greater than 50%, Wherein in operation, 
the sponge member is brought into contact With the teeth for 
cleaning. 

24. The poWer toothbrush of claim 1, Wherein the acoustic 
member includes a central portion Which moves toWard and 
aWay from the teeth and a pair of opposing upstanding rib 
portions on either side of the central portion Which contact 
the teeth, providing a sealing effect for the ?uid. 

25. The poWer toothbrush of claim 24, including tWo 
additional upstanding rib portions outboard of the pair of rib 
portions, and tWo additional central portions betWeen each 
additional rib portion and the pair of rib portions, Wherein 
the additional rib portions move in a direction opposing the 
movement of the central portion. 

26. A poWer toothbrush, comprising: 

a handle portion, 

a head portion, the head portion containing a member for 
creating acoustic action aWay from the head portion, 
acting on ?uid in the user’s mouth; and 

a drive system for moving the acoustic member relative to 
the teeth With a drive signal having a frequency in the 
range of 30-to 700 HZ, the movement of the acoustic 
member having an amplitude in the range of 0.5-5 
millimeters from a rest position, Wherein movement of 
the acoustic member produces a ?uid dynamic action 
With the ?uid in the mouth to produce a value of shear 
stress Which is greater than the threshold to remove 
bio?lm from the teeth, including interproximal areas of 
the teeth. 

27. The toothbrush of claim 26, Wherein the acoustic 
member is a ?exible membrane. 

28. The toothbrush of claim 27, including a boundary Wall 
element substantially surrounding the acoustic member, 
Wherein the top of the boundary Wall is approximately at 
least 2 millimeters above the top of the acoustic member. 

29. The toothbrush of claim 27, including more than one 
acoustic member. 

30. The system of claim 27, Wherein the acoustic member 
is driven by a Waveform of selected con?guration. 

31. The toothbrush of claim 29, Wherein the selected 
Waveform con?guration is sinusoidal. 

32. The toothbrush of claim 30, Wherein the selected 
Waveform con?guration is a saWtooth. 

33. The toothbrush of claim 28, Wherein the drive Wave 
form includes at least one harmonic frequency. 

34. The toothbrush of claim 26, including a program 
mable control system for operating the drive system With 
different Waveforms, so that selected Waveforms can be used 
on selected areas of the mouth. 


